ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY

Czech Airlines

Czech Airlines is the Czech Republic's flag carrier. It ranks among the five oldest airlines in the world. The company specialises in regular passenger air transport and provides connections from Prague and/or via Prague to important destinations in Europe, Asia and North America, using both its own aircraft and working with its partner airlines. Czech Airlines also operates special charter flights, leases spare aircraft capacity to other air carriers and offers cargo and the air transport of shipments and mail. Czech Airlines is a founder member of the International Air Transport Association (IATA) and has been a member of the SkyTeam Alliance since 2001. Since 2005, Czech Airlines has been regularly IOSA (IATA Operational Safety Audit) certified. In 2008, the company received the ISO 14001 Environmental Management System certification.

We comply with all current legal directives on environmental protection and follow other requirements related to our activities.

We constantly strive to reduce the direct and indirect impact of our activities on the environment.

We regularly enhance the Environmental Management System in place and the Company’s Environmental Profile.

We always evaluate potential environmental impact when making strategic decisions and apply preventive measures and principles to prevent environmental pollution.

We use our aircraft and other machinery capacity effectively and evaluate our operations with regard to their environmental impact.

When expanding and upgrading our fleet, we factor in the noise factor and fuel consumption of aircraft. We strive to reduce the emission of greenhouse gasses from our activities.

We always employ suitable technologies and apply procedures to prevent or continuously reduce environmental pollution during aircraft and machinery maintenance and during ground operations.

We regularly evaluate our performance of environmental protection goals and obligations and inform the general public and other stakeholders about the results of our environmental protection activities.

We work with our suppliers, state administration offices and other partners to reduce the environmental impact of our activities.
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